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CRITICALITY OF U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
The fall of the Soviet Union in 1989 not only marked the beginning of a whole new era for our nation, and our military, it also transformed our foreign, domestic and military strategic policies regarding our interaction on the world stage. Suddenly the U.S. found itself as the preeminent unipolar hegemon in a volatile, unsteady post-Cold War world. Following the Gulf War, the remainder of the 1990's witnessed the elements of U.S. national power used repeatedly in an effort to rectify presumed inequities across a myriad of political, economic, informational and military fronts on a global scale. Truly this was a time when Constructivists seized opportunities to further their own agenda on the premise that the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few. Conversely, the Realists recognized that the world was not, and is not, ready to abandon their views and be led into democratic bliss under the tutelage of the United States. In short, the world remains a dangerous place, and security continues to be of paramount importance.
The scope of this research project will examine the continued strategic regional security challenges that face U.S. forces assigned throughout the countries of our closest neighbors in Central America. It will focus on U.S. Southern Command's strategic response to maintain Figure 1 below depicts the current command and control structure for USSOUTHCOM.
FIGURE 1. USSOUTHCOM WIRING DIAGRAM

NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY (ENDS)
The terrorist attacks of September 11 th , 2001 served as a catalyst for even greater revolutionary changes in U.S. domestic and foreign policy. These horrific acts on U.S. soil resulted in a galvanization of our executive and legislative branches of government, along with the military, modifying the U.S. strategic vision toward the future in a way unseen in the past.
The 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS) is clearly oriented on the reduction/elimination of global terrorism, standing up homeland security, and the improvement of world markets and economies.
In the Western Hemisphere we have formed flexible coalitions with countries that share our priorities, particularly Mexico, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and Colombia. Together we will promote a truly democratic hemisphere where our integration advances security, prosperity, opportunity, and hope. We will work with regional institutions, such as the Summit of the Americas process, Americans remain a proud people. As a result, the male-dominated Central American society tends to lend itself more readily to diplomatic means, as there seems to be a demonstrated need to be recognized as equals with their U.S. counterparts. The National Security Strategy clearly understands the importance of diplomacy as evidenced by the following statements:
As the United States Government relies on the armed forces to defend America's interests, it must rely on diplomacy to interact with other nations. The State Department takes the lead in managing our bilateral relationships with other governments. Officials trained mainly in international politics must also understand complex issues of domestic governance including public health, education, law enforcement, the judiciary, and public diplomacy.
Our diplomats serve at the front line of complex negotiations, civil wars, and other humanitarian catastrophes. As humanitarian relief requirements are better understood, we must also be able to help build police forces, court systems, legal codes, local and provincial government institutions, and electoral systems. Effective international cooperation is needed to accomplish these goals, backed by American readiness to play our part.
Our adroitness to leverage diplomacy is inextricably linked to the quality of our information strategy and readiness, not only on the part of our diplomats, but also through our military personnel serving in the region.
INFORMATION
The 2002 National Security Strategy recognizes the significance of our information element of national power, as it applies within a comprehensive strategy to interact with U.S. allies, friends, and regional partners. Coupled with the other elements of national power, information can prove to be a very potent tool. Any effective military strategic campaign includes the extensive use of information warfare and psychological operations. On a larger perspective, the NSS outlines its information campaign specific to the burgeoning democratic societies of Central America. Holding to the premise that knowledge is power, education becomes an essential element of strategic regional success:
Emphasize education. Literacy and learning are the foundation of democracy and development. Only about 7 percent of World Bank resources are devoted to education. The United States will increase its own funding for education assistance by at least 20 percent with an emphasis on improving basic education and teacher training. The United States can also bring information technology to these societies.
New technologies, including biotechnology, have enormous potential to improve crop yields using fewer pesticides and less water. Using sound science, the United States should help bring these benefits to the millions of people who still suffer from hunger and malnutrition. 11 The role and magnitude that education (information) plays in the regional stability of Central America cannot be overstated. If, for example, a particular country needs to rebuild homes after a natural disaster, rather than having foreign assistance deliver them bricks and cement, it is more strategically sound to arm them with the technology and know-how to make their own building materials from their internal natural resources. As with diplomacy and information, the strategic application of the economic element of national power remains equally significant. Improving stability in emerging markets is also essential to global economic growth. International flows of investment capital are needed to expand the productive potential of these economies. These flows allow emerging markets and developing countries to make the investments that raise living standards and reduce poverty.
Our aim is to achieve free trade agreements with a mix of developed and developing countries in all regions of the world. Initially, Central America, Southern Africa, Morocco, and Australia will be our principal focal points.
Trade policies can help developing countries strengthen property rights, competition, the rule of law, investment, the spread of knowledge, open societies, the efficient allocation of resources, and regional integration-all leading to growth, opportunity, and confidence. The future for Central America is how the countries themselves integrate and look to the future for economic well-being. We (U.S.) don't have the time to develop free trade agreements with every country in CA. We need to speak to you (CA) as a group.
The presence of a few hundred U.S. soldiers and a handful of helicopters at Palmerola (Soto Cano) does not really matter. The best role model is how USARSO and USSOUTHCOM interact with these countries, and their respective militaries. The unparalleled strength of the United States armed forces, and their forward presence, have maintained the peace in some of the world's most strategically vital regions. The presence of American forces overseas is one of the most profound symbols of the U.S. commitments to allies and friends, and demonstrates our resolve to maintain a balance of power that favors freedom.
To meet the many security challenges we face, the United States will require bases and stations, as well as temporary access arrangements for the longdistance deployment of U.S. forces.
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As the aforementioned historical analysis depicts, USSOUTHCOM has an extensive record of involvement throughout the Central American theater of operations. The USSOUTHCOM Combatant Commander must internalize the President's guidance in the National Security Strategy, along with other JCS directed tasks, and develop his own tailored strategic plan on how to implement the administration's specified and implied tasks to achieve the desired strategic end-state. This road map translates into USSOUTHCOM's Strategy of Theater Security Cooperation. However, before an analysis of how USSOUTHCOM plans to attack the challenges it faces in Central America, it is necessary to provide a foundation of what those challenges are, assess the potential impact that U.S. forces have in the region, and how the other elements of national power effect this strategic synergy.
CENTRAL AMERICAN COUNTRY COMPARISON
The Central America countries of Nicaragua, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and Regional threats are characterized by limited border disputes that continue to erupt over coastline/shipping access, fishing rights and historic regional territorial disagreements.
However, over the last decade, internal hostilities have predominantly been limited to smallscale contingencies, rebel activity and banditry, fueled by a rise in narcotrafficking, crime, and corruption, exacerbated by weak political and economic institutions. Table 1 below further accentuates the similarities between these regional partners. National Security Strategy provides the basis for and is reflected in the USSOUTHCOM mission statement, which reads:
USSOUTHCOM shapes the environment within its area of responsibility by conducting theater engagement and counterdrug activities in order to promote democracy, stability and collective approaches to threats to regional security; when required responds unilaterally or multilaterally to crises that threaten regional stability or national interests, and prepares to meet future hemispheric challenges.
Like the other regional unified commands, USSOUTHCOM has two major tasks:
• Defend U.S. interests within the assigned area of responsibility.
• Assist the development of modern militaries within friendly nations throughout the area of responsibility. Narcotrafficking is a menace that threatens the social, moral, and political fabrics of the Latin American countries. Though not classically within the military's purview, narcotics suborn officials, institutions and governance. Narcotrafficking makes a mockery of the principle of sovereignty in international order. It also distorts economies and generates violence that often stretches the thin capabilities of inadequately trained and poorly paid police forces, which are too often vulnerable to the corrosive attraction of easy money. The military's role is to support the police forces within constitutional limits.
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As previously stated, the USSOUTHCOM area of responsibility includes 32 countries, 14
territories and 15.6 million square miles located in Central and South America and the Caribbean, making it one of the most expansive of the five geographic combatant commands. 
PRECISION ENGAGEMENT AND STRATEGIC AIMS
Precision engagement remains the key to USSOUTHCOM's strategic aims, which include its continued ability to sustain, strengthen and expand multilateral security cooperation with security forces in the region. Simultaneously, USSOUTHCOM attempts to assist in the peaceful resolution of disputes, while promoting confidence-building measures, support for democratic institutions, civilian control of military/security forces and assist host nations in reducing the flow of illegal drugs through the transit zone. U.S. Forces remain critical to enable the region to combat terrorism, protect U.S. citizens and vital interests, and, when directed, rapidly respond to disasters to provide humanitarian assistance. Engagement optimizes coordination and interoperability among interagency, civilian agencies, and regional security forces, through fullspectrum exercises, training, and continuous refinement of deliberate planning.
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USSOUTHCOM conducts precision engagement (Figure 2 ) to foster the positive development of democratic institutions, while simultaneously supporting the institutional transformation of regional security forces as they adopt appropriate roles and missions. This tends to cultivate proper civil-military relations, foster civilian control of security forces, and develop respect for human rights and the rule of law, in an effort to strengthen and expand multilateral security cooperation to enhance regional and theater-wide security and stability.
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FIGURE 2. PRECISION ENGAGEMENT CYCLE One way that USSOUTHCOM continues to remain engaged throughout the Central
American region is through the vigorous application of robust military assistance programs, aggressive support for counter-drug operations (Operation Central Skies), repetitive humanitarian assistance efforts (New Horizons), and disaster relief operations to cite a few.
MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Despite the political/civil unrest that raged through Guatemala during its 36-year civil war , leaving in its wake some 200,000 dead; the Sandinista control of Nicaragua from 1979-1990 which claimed 30,00-50,000 victims; and the 12-year El Salvadoran civil war between the FMLN and the Army of El Salvador which resulted in 75,000 killed in action, the U.S. role in the region has remained relatively constant. 
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This training serves as a means to instill professionalism, discourage corruption, and provide the Honduran people with a renewed faith and trust in their local law enforcement.
More recently, the U.S. has expanded its security assistance programs throughout the USSOUTHCOM AOR, most significantly through the aggressive execution of a comprehensive counter-narcotics program. USSOUTHCOM assigned joint forces stationed in Central America make significant daily contributions to our nation's War on Drugs, enhancing regional cooperation and stability. Before an assessment can be made of the USSOUTHCOM counter drug contribution, it is necessary to review the nation's drug control policy.
NATIONAL DRUG CONTROL STRATEGY
The 2002 National Security Strategy articulates the Bush Administration's commitment to the counter-narcotics program and the nation's continuing effort to fight the War on Drugs:
Parts of Latin America confront regional conflict, especially arising from the violence of drug cartels and their accomplices. This conflict and unrestrained narcotics trafficking could imperil the health and security of the United States. Therefore we have developed an active strategy to help the Andean nations adjust their economies, enforce their laws, defeat terrorist organizations, and cut off the supply of drugs, while-as important-we work to reduce the demand for drugs in our own country.
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Webster's II dictionary defines "strategy" as: "The science or art of military command as applied to the overall planning and conduct of large-scale combat operations." 35 Additionally, from a strictly military perspective, if one aspires to the Clausewitzian definition of war, the aim of which is to "totally destroy the enemy to achieve victory" According to Joint Publication 3-07.4, "the DOS provides assistance to foreign countries under the Foreign Assistance Act, the Arms Export Control Act, the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act, and International Narcotics Control Act."
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JOINT TASK FORCE-BRAVO (MEANS)
In 1954 The Honduran-owned facility, built in 1982, is located bout 90 kilometers northwest of the capital city of Tegucigalpa, and is also the home to the Honduran Air Force Academy.
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In 1983, despite the absence of a status of forces agreement (SOFA), and being advertised as a temporary site, the Pentagon began spending hundreds of millions of dollars to transform this once obscure facility into the most advanced military platform in Central America.
U.S. construction projects included: an F-16 capable runway extension; 22-miles of roads;
water, sewer and electrical systems; and barracks, office, and recreational facilities. 42 The 1980s also witnessed the installation of sophisticated listening devices and radar to track the communications and movements of El Salvador's leftist guerrillas and to support communications with the Contra rebels who were attempting to overthrow Nicaragua's Sandinista government.
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With the 1999 exit of U.S. forces from Panama, Soto Cano remains the U.S. military's only usable airfield on the Latin American mainland (with the partial exception of counterdrug forward operating locations (FOLs) at Manta, Ecuador; Comalapa, El Salvador; Aruba; and Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. As a result, the Defense Department argues that Soto Cano, which is likely to play a greater anti-drug role, is highly relevant to its future activities. 44 to determine its post-cold war security relevance. The GAO determined that "U.S. military presence at Soto Cano provides useful and convenient support to some U.S. government activities, such as counter-narcotics, but was no longer critical to such activities or U.S. policy objectives in the region, such as economic growth and democratic reform." 50 Subsequently, the U.S. force structure of JTF-Bravo was reduced from 1100 to 500.
Cost Elements 1994
Contracts and fees $9,510.9
Army Soto Cano provide to this important counterdrug effort. The "means" as Clausewitz describes are the "fighting forces trained for combat"; the "end" of which "is victory."
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CONCLUSION
Given the current downtrend of the U.S. economy, the ambitious campaign toward the global defeat of terrorism as articulated in the NSS, speculation on an impending full-scale preemptive conventional attack on Iraq, and a complete transformation for the Armed Forces of the United States, it seems unlikely that surplus resources will be available for inessential expenditures. In short, the U.S. needs to exploit every opportunity to maximize effects for dollars spent across all levels of government, especially where U.S. Forces are forward deployed. "We must not only build a world which is safer, but better."
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